FROM DUSK
TILL DAWN
If haven’t seen the river up-close, you haven’t seen Belgrade!

Gathering in the evening (08 p.m.) at the Marina Sava docks (block 70a)
Welcome drink
Embarking the catamaran ship (with 2 auxiliary boats)
Fishing equipment on the ship
Two to three experts to assist with fishing
Sailing through the rivers of Belgrade to specific fishing locations
Fishing catfish, perch and white fish
Learning different fishing techniques
Drinks on the catamaran ship
Caught fish is prepared and grilled on the boat
Dinner on the river
Return after midnight

Type: Boat tour
Duration: 4 hours
Theme: Fishing
Languages: Serbian, English,
French (other languages
available at request)
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Belgrade is a metropolis – a busy working city, which with
all its history is still developing, modernizing, digitalizing,
spreading and urbanizing. Yet, there is a part of Belgrade
life which just cannot be changed, a part that differs
Belgrade from other cities – that part is life on water.
Rivers Sava and Danube hold the secrets of an entirely
different lifestyle, led by a select few in the heart of the
city. They are fishermen, who have for centuries been
living and hunting in the same way – treasure of the two
rivers, a heartbeat of the city. It is not just the fishing that
separates these people from the rest, it is a complete
lifestyle with total unselfish love for water. They live of
water and on water; they don’t look out for the forecast;
they look out for water level; their kids learn to swim first,
walk later; their stories cannot be seen on social
networks; the word net only has one meaning in their
dictionary – a fishing net, and it just so happens that they
caught a big one a few days ago.
Be a part of this authentic Belgrade story. Meet some
interesting people and discover an adventurer in yourself
in the heart of the big white city. Go fishing with us, enjoy
the night with candles under the Belgrade bridges, learn
to catch your dinner, hear the unique stories of Belgrade
fishermen and experience Belgrade in an entirely
different way.
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